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About This Game

Secret Little Haven is a game about old computers, community, creativity, fandom, gender, and the internet. Alex Cole is a
teenage trans girl in 1999 who has yet to figure herself out. She spends much of her free time on the internet, browsing a fan

forum for her favorite magical girl show, and chatting with her friends.
Join her on her story of self-discovery through friendship and media as she explores her computer for the treasures and

curiosities of the early internet.

Play with SanctuaryOS, an entire operating system developed in Unity, with nearly a dozen applications such as a Web Browser,
Chat Client, Doll Maker, and Text Editor, as well as an entire web forum for you to search through. SanctaryOS captures the

magic and wonder of old computers, and of the tight-knit sites and communities formed in the early days of the web.

Explore the internet. Explore yourself. Find haven in your life's small comforts.

[CONTENT WARNINGS: Parental conflict, gaslighting, flashing visuals]
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I love this game! There is an interesting campaign (very true to dwarf culture!) and everything about this game feels fresh. The
interface is intuitive and well thought out. There is a lot to learn, a lot of mechanics, and a lot to try. I was hesitant to purchase
with the $20 price tag but it is worth it, there is that much content. The graphics grow on you, they are simple and clean. They
remind me of my days playing OSRS. The music and sound effects need some help but I enjoy listening to my own playlists so
it's not a huge issue for me. This game really sparks my imagination, it is like playing legos as a kid. I love this fresh indie game.
Supporting independent devs always feels great. Recommended A++. Got bored with this really quickly, dubious flight model,
limited content and flying area, minimal working equipment implemented, environment is empty, game updates non existent on
steam, steam forum lifeless, devs seem to have moved on, there are better more immersive content rich alternatives available
right here on steam.

But is pretty and moves well ( the lights are on but nobody's home ), consider only when on large discount.. Sometimes slow
paced, but it had some cool secrets to discover that kept me interested. Also some of the little games were surprisingly quite
entertaining and not as annoying as in some of the other Nancy Drew games.. This is a great mod that is very well made. There
are refreshing new maps, new weapons and uniforms, and you can even play as the British. There aren't tons of people playing
this, but I still had fun playing on a server with like 12 people and some bots because the new content is just cool. The western
front servers need more players!. Ten out of ten, ten out of ten, hundred out of hundred.
Best game.
B e s t g a m e.
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Very good but a bit too short and a bit "too obvious".. 7/10
สำหรับเกมส์อินดี้เกมส์นึง ที่บอกว่าเหมือนจะไม่ยาก แต่ยากเหี้ยๆสำหรับเราที่ให้ 7 ไม่ใช่เพราะเล่นไม่เก่ง
แต่หักเรื่องมุมมองที่แคบไปนิด พอเล่นนานๆเข้าจะมึนหัวมากๆ เพราะแทบจะไม่อยากกระพริบตา มอนส์เตอร์มาทุกทาง
ถ้าคุณชื่นชอบเกมส์แนวอินดี้ คอนทร้าล่าปีศาจ เน้นบุกตะลุยดันเจียน แม้จะมีอาวุธแค่2อย่างต่อยกับปืนเดิม แต่มันต้องใช้สมาธิและไหวพริบสูงมาก
แนะนำเป็นอีกเกมส์ที่น่าลองเล่น แม้ผมจะรีฟันเร็วๆนี้ ไม่ไหวจะอ้วก บาย

about my opinion this game not bad but really make me vormit alot from there game vision
can't play for long time just if you want to play challenging game This is One of the best Indie game you should try .. Not realy
Worth it.

The Soviert humor is about the only interesting thing about it.

Better play Factorio or http:\/\/www.kongregate.com\/games\/Baldurans\/factory-idle
. Sam and Max Season Two has its moments. While i enjoy the last 3 episodes just fine and Ice Station Santa was fun, I just
didn't like Moai Better Blues. In my opinion it is the weakest episode in the pack. 7\/10. Cat Interstellar drew me in by
mentioning it was based off of a short story from Robert A Heinlein whose writing I enjoy. The developer was also a delight to
deal with on the Steam forums trying to help out whenever they could with issues which is always good to see. I really wanted to
like this game and in some ways I did but overall it had too many negatives to recommend it.

\t The gameplay itself is simple but enjoyable. You play as a Dog class android whose job it is to go down to Mars and
investigate missing androids who got lost in some caves as well as optionally help out with other tasks to reveal more backstory.
The gameplay is mainly completing tasks like navigating the evnvironment and turning on consoles. The intro to the game brings
you to a hub area where you can choose which mission to play. You can play them in order or not. The game is not a long game.
I finished the 5 missions in 52 minutes. The story is the real strength as well as a sore spot. I really liked where it was going and
the potential of it but I feel it was not explored enough as well as the ending was really abrupt. It leaves many questions that our
imaginations aren\u2019t given enough details to really fill in.

\tI played Cat Interstellar on Linux. I had many crashes when the game was trying to launch over the last several months. It
worked fine when I first bought it but then started crashing a while later. I tried several different Linux distros with different
kernels and Mesa drivers. Luckily the game started launching again recently so I decided to play through it while I could. The
game never crashed once it launched. I quickly realized I couldn\u2019t have my 3 monitors plugged in for this game. If I did
when the game launched I couldn\u2019t click on any of the menu buttons and several keys didn\u2019t work properly for the
key mappings. For example \u201cW\u201d to move forward would spin me around. After unplugging my 3rd monitor and
having just my main monitor and secondary plugged in the problem stopped. The game is locked to 60 FPS. There is an option
for Vsync but it still only went to 60 FPS and I couldn\u2019t get it to go to 144 hz like my monitor supports. The game is fluid
though as it\u2019s not a fast paced game. It ran at a constant 60 FPS for me aside from a couple moments in the caves where
during a cave in it dropped to 48 FPS for a few seconds. Alt-Tab doesn\u2019t work. There are no manual save options but with
the short length of the missions and game it\u2019s not really an issue. There are two settings for AA and two other graphics
settings to adjust. The game uses the Unreal Engine 4.10 and takes up 6.31GB of disk space.

\tI think if the story was fleshed out more I would be able to give the game a higher score and recommend it. As it is the
crashes, abrupt ending and general lack of polish keep me from doing so. The gameplay is decent, the story is interesting so
there are good points to it\u2019s favor and there are enjoyable parts to it. I paid $5.49 CAD for Cat Interstellar and I feel
it\u2019s a fair price for it. Had I not had the issues with it that I did than I would have said the $10 range would have been
alright as well. This is not a bad game but one that couldn\u2019t realize it\u2019s potential.

My Score: 6.5\/10

My System:

AMD Ryzen 5 2600X | 16GB DDR4-3000 CL15 | MSI RX 580 8GB Gaming X | Mesa 19.0.4 | Samsung 850 Evo 250GB |
Manjaro 18.0.4 | Mate 1.22.1 | Kernel 5.1.1-2-MANJARO. this game is full of fun game play and has an amazing story line. i
would give the game a 5/5
it is definitely worth the price.. It's not too bad. No way to configure controller though, which IS bad. Perhaps someone can
make a mod to do so, if the company refuses or can't. (just a thought.). I'd say if you enjoy OK K.O. or animation in general,
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this game is a must buy. It's nice to see more animation based games.. love it .grouping in a hightclub listerning to your favs nice
one just needs more intaction
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